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Introduction. We show that every substitution on finitely many symbols,

which replaces each symbol by a block of length 2 or more, effectively determines

at least one almost periodic point under the shift transformation of symbolic

dynamics. The orbit-closures of these almost periodic points, called substitution

minimal sets, are analyzed topologically to some extent and in particular it is

proved that under certain conditions their structure groups are n-adic groups.

Several of the known symbolic minimal sets, such as the Morse minimal set,

are definable by the present method of construction. Minimal sets exhibiting

new properties also appear. The first two sections contain general theorems on

the trace relation of transformation groups and on i^-adic transformation groups,

some of these results being used to study substitution minimal sets in the third

section. A few particular examples of substitution minimal sets are described in

the last section. As general references for notions, notation, and terminology

occuring here, consult [3; 1].

1. The trace relation.

1.01. Notation. Groups are taken to be multiplicative unless otherwise stated

in a particular instance. All topological spaces and topological groups considered

are assumed to be Hausdorff. If X is a set, then A(X) or Ax or A denotes the

diagonal of X x X, that is, the subset {(x, x) | x e X} of X x X. If X is a set and

if R is a relation in X, then xR for xeX denotes {y \y eX & (x,y)eR}, and

X/R denotes {xR | x e X}. If T is a topological group, then 3^(T) or ^fr or JP

denotes the class of all closed syndetic invariant subgroups of T. If (X, T) is a

transformation group and if S cz T, then X/S denotes {xS|xeX}.

1.02. Definition. Let (X, T) be a transformation group. The trace relation of

(X, T), denoted A(X, T) or A(X) or Ax or A, is defined to be the set of all couples

(x,y)eX x X such that yep)ne#xH. If xeX, then the trace of x under

(X, T) and the trace of (X, T) at x is defined to be the subset xA = Ç\He#xH

of X. The transformation group (X, T) is said to have singleton traces provided

that xeX implies xA = {x}, or equivalently A = A. The transformation group

(X,T) is said to be totally minimal provided that xeX implies xA = X, or
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equivalently A = X x X, or equivalently xeX and HeJt implies xH = X, or

equivalently H e 38F implies the transformation group (X, H) is minimal.

1.03. Remark. Let (X, T) and (Y, T) be transformation groups, let <¡> be a

homomorphism of (X, T) into (Y, T), and let x e X. Then :

(1)   XAX<¡) CZ X(j)Ay .

(2) If X is compact and if T is discrete, then xAx<j) = x(j)AY.

Proof. (1) xAx(j> = (f\He3exH)(p c f)He^H(t) c nH6^xH<£ = Ç^u^xtj/H
= x(j)AY.

(2) By (1), xAx(J)czx(J)Ay. We show x(¡>AYczxAx^. Let yex0Ay = [^|HejPx0iJ.

lfHeJf, then y e x^// = xíí(¿> = xH <p and y<p~1 n x/T ^ 0. Since T is discrete,

{xH\HeJ^} is a closed filter base on X by [3, 5.04].  Hence

y<jTl n   f)^rJ#0,ye(p) ^hU = *Ax<p,

and y e xAx<j>.

1.04. Remark. Let (X, T) and (T, T) be transformation groups such that

(X, T) is homomorphic to (Y, T). Then:

(1) If (X, T) is minimal, then (Y, T) is minimal.

(2) If (X, T) is totally minimal, then (Y, T) is totally minimal.

Proof. (1) By hypothesis there exists a homomorphism (¡> of (X, T)

onto (Y, T). Let y eY. There exists x e X such that x^> = y. Then

y = X(p = xT <£ c xT0 = xij/T = yT~c T and yf"= F.

(2) is immediate from (1).

1.05. Definition. Let (X, T) be a transformation group where X is compact.

The structure relation of (X, T), denoted Y(X, T) or Y(X) or ~LX or E, is defined

to be the least invariant closed equivalence relation R in X such that the partition

transformation group (X/R,T) is equicontinuous; such is known to exist [1,

Theorem 1]. The star-closed partition X/Y = {xS|xeZ} of X is called the

structure partition of (X,T). The partition transformation group (XfL, T) is

called the structure transformation group of (X, T). When convenient, as in the

case of flows, the structure transformation group (XJ 2, T) of (X, T) may also

be denoted £P(X, T). The canonical map of X onto X/T, is a homomorphism of

(X, T) onto (X/Yi, T) and is called the structure homomorphism of (X,T).

If G is the transition group of (XfL, T), if $ is the group of all homeomor-

phisms of X/Y, onto X/Y,, and if «5 is provided with its space-index topology,

then <D is a topological group and the structure group of (X, T), denoted ^(X, T)

or <&(X) or ^x or 'S, is defined to be the closure G of G in «5. It is known [3,

4.45] that <$(X, T) is a compact topological group.

1.06. Definition. Let (X, T) be a transformation group where X is a uniform

space. If x, yeX, then x and y are said to be proximal (the first to the second)

under (X, T) provided that if a is an index of X, then there exists t e T such that

(xf, yt) e a. The proximal relation of(X, T), denoted U(X, T) or U(X) or Tlx or n
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is defined to be the set of all couples (x, y) e X x X such that x is proximal to y

under (X, T).

1.07. Definition. Let (X, T) be a transformation group and let R be a relation

in X. The ancestral of R under (X, T), denoted R*, is defined to be the least

invariant closed equivalence relation in X which contains R.

1.08. Theorem. Let (X,T) be a minimal transformation group where X is

compact. Then:

(1) A is the least invariant closed equivalence relation R in X such that the

partition transformation group (X/R,T) has singleton traces.

(2) (X/A,T) is equicontinuous.

(3) a => s ZD n* zz> n ZD a.

(4) If (X, T) is point regularly almost periodic, then A = Z = n* = n.

(5) If there exists x0eX such that x0A c x0£, then A = S.

(6) If (X, T) is equicontinuous and if T is locally compact connected abelian,

then (X, T) has singleton traces and A = E = n* = n = A.

Proof. (1) For each HeJf define RH to be the set of all couples (x,y)eX xX

such that xH = yH. From [3, 2.32] it follows that for each H eJf, RH is an

invariant closed equivalence relation in X. Hence A = p|He#RH is an invariant

closed equivalence relation in X.

We show (X/ A,T) has singleton traces. Let 4> be the canonical map of X onto

X/A whence xeX implies xtj) = xA. Now tf> is a homomorphism of (X,T)

onto (X/A, T). Let y0eX/A. Assume there exists an element yx of the trace

of y0 under (X/A,T) such that y0 #yt. Then yyey0H for all HeM'. Since

(X/A,T) is minimal by 1.04 (1), it follows from [3,2.24] that y0H = yxH

for all He¿f. Choose x0ey0(/)-1 and x^ey^-1. Then x0tj> = y0, Xytp — yy-,

and HeJf implies x0H 4> = x0H<j) = xoil)H = yoH = yyH = Xy(pH = XyHtt> = XyHfj)

and x0H tf> = XyHtp. Since x0 and Xy have different traces y0 and yt under

(X, T), there exists H etf such that x0H n xtH = 0, again by [3, 2.24]. Since

xQt/) e x0H 4> = XyH tj), there exists x2 e xrH such that x0<f> = x2tf> whence

x2H = XyH and x0A = x2A. Yet x0A cz x0H and x2A cz x2H = xtH, so that

x0JT C\xxH # 0. This is a contradiction.

Let R be an invariant closed equivalence relation in X such that (X/R, T) has

singleton traces. We show A cz R. Let tj> be the canonical homomorphism of

(X,T) onto (X/R,T) whence xeX implies xtj> = xR. If xeX, then it follows

from 1.03 (1) that (xA)tp cz (x<f>)A(X/R, T) = {x</>} = {xR} whence (xA)<£ = {xR}.

If (x, y)eA, then yexA, ytj>e(xA)4> = {xR}, {y<p} = {xR}, {yR} = {xR),

yR = xR, and (x, y) e R. Hence A cz R.

The proof of (1) is completed.

(2) It is enough by (1) to prove the following lemma:

(L) Let (X, T) be a minimal transformation group with singleton traces where

X is compact. Then (X, T) is equicontinuous.
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Proof of (L). Let °U be the compatible uniformity of X. Consider the squared

transformation group (X x X, T) and define Q = Ç\aeVaT. In order to show

that (X, T) is equicontinuous it is enough to show that Q = Ax. Let x, yeX such

that x # y. It is enough to show (x,y)f.Q. Since xA = {x} ^ {y} = yA, then by

[3, 2.24] there exists HeJf such that xH O yH = 0. Choose an open symmetric

index ß of X for which ß3 n (xH x yH) = 0. Define

U= \J(zH\zeX ScTHczxllß}

and

V = \J{zH~\zeX & ~zHay~Hß}.

Since {zH | z e X} is a star-closed partition of X by [3, 2.32], it follows that U and

V are open neighborhoods of x and y. Choose a compact subset K of T such that

T = HX. There exists an index a of X such that aX_1 c ß. In order to show that

(x, y) £ ß, it is enough to show there do not exist xx eU, yxe V, and / e T such

that (xxt,yxt)ea. Let xx eU, yxe V, and te T. Assume (xxt,yxt)ea. Now t = hk

for some Ae/i and some k e K. We have

(xxh,yxh) = (xxhk,yxhk)k~x = (x^y^^-1 eaK'1 cz ß

and(xxh,yxh)eß. Since xxh exxH cz xH ß and yxheyxH cz yH ß, it follows that

xxh e x2ß for some x2 e xH and yxh e y2ß for some y2 e yH. Hence

(x2,y2) = (x2,xih)(xxh,yxh)(y1h,y2)eß3, (x2,y2)exHxyH

and (x2,y2)eß3 i~\(xH x yH) # 0. This is a contradiction. The proof of (L) is

completed.

The proof of (2) is completed.

(3) This follows immediately from (2). Also see [1].

(4) This is immediate from (3) and [3, 10.05]. The hypothesis of (4) means by

definition that some point of X is regularly almost periodic under (X, T).

(5) Let (j) be the canonical homomorphism of (X, T) onto (X/Y, T).

We show xeX implies xA</> = {x(j)}. Let xeX and let a be an index of X/Y.

It is enough to show xA0 x xA<f> cz a. Since (X/Y, T) is uniformly equicon-

tinuous, there exists an index ß of X/Y such that ßT cz a. Choose a neighborhood

Uofx0(j) so that U xUczß. Since U(j>~1 is a neighborhood of xo0$_1 =x0I =x0A

and since X/ Ais star-closed by (1), there exists a neighborhood V of x0 such that

VAczUcjf1. Choose t e T so that xt e V. Then xtA cz VA cz Uip'1,

xA(j)t = xAt(j> = xiArp cz U, xA(j> cz Vt~ S and

xA(j) x xA(¡> c Ut"1 x VT1 = (U x U)t~l czßTcza.

If (x, y) e A, then y e xA, y<j> e xA<f> = {x^}, y<p = X(f>, yY = xY, and (x, y) e Y.

Thus A c S. Since A => Y by (3), it follows that A = Y.
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(6) Let x, yeX such that x ^ y. By [3, 4.48] there exists an abelian group

structure in X which makes X a topological group with x the identity element

and which makes nx a continuous group homomorphism of T into X, where n is

the action of (X, T). Let C be the circle group. Since AT is a compact abelian

topological group, there exists a continuous group homomorphism </> of X into C

such that 1 = xtj) ̂  y<j>. Since X<¡) is a nondegenerate connected subgroup of C,

it follows that X(¡> = C. Since Tnxt/) = (xT)<p is a dense connected subgroup of C,

it follows that Tnx(p = (xT)4> = C. Define Ü = 1(tcx^)_1 = ltp-1«"1. Now if is a

closed invariant subgroup of T. Since T is locally compact and T/ His isomorphic

to the compact group C, it follows that H is a syndetic subgroup of T Clearly

xíí = Hnx cz 1$-1 whence xH c 1$-1. From y <£l</>-1 we conclude that y£xH

and (x, y) ^ A. The proof of (6) is completed by use of (3).

1.09. Definition. Let iX,T) be a minimal transformation group where X is

compact. The star-closed partition X/A = {xA\xeX} of X is called the trace

partition of iX, T). The partition transformation group (.X/A, T) is called the

trace transformation group of iX, T). The canonical map of X onto X/A is a

homomorphism of iX, T) onto (X/A, T) and is called the trace homomorphism

of(X,T).
1.10. Remark. Let LX, T) be a transformation group where X is compact and

T is discrete, and let xeX. Then the following statements are equivalent:

(1) xA is a singleton.

(2) x is a regularly almost periodic point under (X, T).

Proof. By [3, 5.04], if is a filter base on T and therefore {xH\HeJ^} is a

filter base on X.

Of course, (2) implies (1) even when X is not assumed compact and T is not

assumed discrete. However, (1) does not imply (2) when T is not assumed discrete.

For an example, consider a "straight line" minimal continuous flow on the

2-torus. Compare 1.08 (6).

1.11. Remark. Let (X, T) be a transformation group where X is compact and

T is discrete. Then the following statements are equivalent :

(1) (X, T) has singleton traces.

(2) (X, T) is pointwise regularly almost periodic.

Proof. Use 1.10.

The last paragraph of 1.10 applies here word for word.

1.12. Remark. Let (X, T) be an equicontinuous transformation group where

X is compact, and let S be a partition of X into open-closed subsets of X. Then

there exists He3^ such that EeS implies EH = E.

Proof. We assume without loss of generality that T is discrete.

Define tx = {JEegE x E. Now a is an index of X such that EeS implies

£<x = £. By [3, 4.38] there exists a (left) syndetic subset A of T such that xeX

implies xA cz xa. Then EAczEa = E for all EeS. If te A, then {£f | £ e S) is a

partition of X such that EeS implies £i cz £. Therefore, if te A and if EeS,
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then Et = E and Et 1 = E. Thus EeS implies £(,4U A *) = £. Define H0 to be

the subgroup of T generated by A whence H0 is a syndetic subgroup of T and

EH0 = £ for all EeS. By [3, 5.04] there exists #g¿f such that H a H0. Hence

EeS implies  EH = £.

1.13. Remark. Let (X, T) be a transformation group where X is compact

zero-dimensional. Then (X, T) is regularly almost periodic if and only if (X, T) is

equicontinous.

Proof. Use 1.12 and [3, 4.38].

1.14. Remark. Let (X, T) be an equicontinuous totally minimal transformation

group where X is compact. Then X is connected.

Proof. Use 1.12.

1.15. Theorem. Let (X,T) be a minimal transformation group where X is

compact and T is discrete. Then:

(1) A is the least invariant closed equivalence relation R in X such that the

partition transformation group (X/R, T) is pointwise regularly almost periodic.

(2) A is the least invariant closed equivalence relation R in X such that the

partition transformation group (X/R,T) is regularly almost periodic.

(3) A = S if and only i/X/E is zero-dimensional.

(4) A = X x X // and only if X/E is connected.

(5) If there exists x0eX such that x0A cz x0n*, then A = E = n*.

(6) If !F is a filter base of syndetic invariant subgroups of T, and if there

exists x0eX such that x0A id Of eá¡rX0E, then   xeX implies xA = Ç~)fs&xF.

Proof. (1) Use 1.08 (1) and 1.11.

(2) Use (1) and [3, 5.18].

(3) Suppose X/E is zero-dimensional. By 1.13, (X/E, T) is regularly almost

periodic. By (2), A cz E. Since A zz> E by 1.08 (3), we have that A = E.

Suppose A = E. By (2), (X/A, T) is regularly almost periodic. Since (X/A, T)

is minimal, it follows from [3, 5.08] that X/E = X/A is zero-dimensional.

(4) Suppose X/E is connected. Since E cz A by 1.08 (3), X/A is a continuous

image of X/E and X/A is therefore connected. Since (X/A, T) is minimal, it

follows from [3, 2.28] that (X/A, T) is totally minimal so that X/A is a trace

(indeed, the only trace) of (X/A, T). By 1.08 (1), (X/A,T) has singleton traces

whence the cardinal of X/A is 1 and A = X x X.

Suppose A = X x X, that is, (X, T) is totally minimal. By 1.04 (2), (X/E,T)

is totally minimal. By 1.14, X/E is connected.

(5) Let tf> be the canonical homomorphism of (X, T) onto the partion trans-

formation group (X/n*,T). By [1, Theorem 2], (X/n*,T) is distal whence

n(X/n*,T) = A(X/n*). By 1.03 (2), x0A</> = x0<M(X/H*,T). Since

x0A cz x0n* and xon*0 is a singleton in X/ Tl*, it follows that x0A^> is a singleton

in X/n* and therefore  the trace  of x0<p  under  (X/H*,T) is  a  singleton.
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By 1.10, (X/Tl*, T) is regularly almost periodic at x0<p. By 1.08 (4),

Y(X/Y1*, T) = T1(X/T1*,T) = A(X/T1*) and thus (X/Tl*, T) is equicontinuous.

Hence, using 1.08 (3.5), A = Y c n* c A and A = Y = TI*.

(6) By [3,2.25], He38f implies X/Hisa finite partition of X. Let xe X.

Let HeJt. Now Ç\Fe^x^F cz x0H, {x0F| Fe J5"} is a filter base on X, and

x0H is an open subset of X. Hence there exists Fe 3F such that x0F cz x0H. Since

x0F is an open subset of X, there exists teT such that xi_1ex0F. Hence

xe x0tF cz x0tH, xF = x0tF, xH = x0tH, and xF cz xH, making use of [3, 2.24].

Therefore, if HeM', then there exists F' eÜF such that xFczxH. Hence

Ç\HeX.xH => Ç\Fe&xF. Since 3tf zz> 3F, it follows that Ç\nsXxH cz Ç\¥s9xF.

Thus xA = (~)HeJfXH = C\Fe¡FxF.

The proof is completed.

2. i//-adic transformation groups.

2.01. Notation. Let I denote the set of all integers. For ne I let /„ denote

{i | ie I & n ^ ¡}. If A is a set, then crd A denotes the cardinal of A

2.02. Remark and definition. Let T be a discrete abelian group and let ip be

a group isomorphism of T into T such that Tip is syndetic in T and T\j/ # T.

Then:

(0) T zd Tip zd Tip2 zz> •••.

(1) For each íeJj, Ti// is a syndetic subgroup of T whence T/ Ti^' is a finite

abelian group.

Let K be a choice set of the quotient group T/Tij/ whence 2 ^ crd(T/Tip)

= crdK < K0. Then for each ie Ix :

(2) nj=¿KtA"/ is a choice set of 77 TV-

(3) crd(T/Tip1) = (crd Kj.

For each ielx let T/ Ti/^ ' be provided with its discrete topology. Let coordinate-

wise multiplication and the product topology be introduced in X ¡e i,T/Tipl. Then :

(4) Y,ieuT/T\j/1 is an abelian multiplicative topological group which is

homeomorphic to the Cantor discontinuum.

For each i e Ix let h, be the canonical group homomorphism of T/ T\¡/'+' onto

T/ Tip1 whence xe T implies (T\j/i+1 ■ t)h, = Tip' ■ x. Then for each ielx:

(5) If t e T, then

(Til/'-T)hrl = {Til/i+1 - kipl-r\keK}.

(6) /i¡ is exactly (crd K)-to-l.

Let

T/ip=de invlimíT/Ti^'^— T/Tipi + 1).
iei, n¡

That is to say, T/\j/is the set of all sequences (a¡|/e/j)e X¡6/, T/Tip1 such that

a¡ = ai+ini for all i e Ix. Then :
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(7) T/ip is the set of all sequences (Ti^' • T¡|¿eJi) such that x¡eT for all

ie I y and TjT^ e Ti^ ' for all iely.

(8) T/ij/is the closure in X;e it T/Tip' of the image of T under the canonical

homomorphism of T into XleIlT/Tip', which maps each xeT into

iT\¡il-x\iely).

(9) T/\j/is a closed subgroup of X¡e r, T/ Tip*.

(10) T/i/f is an abelian multiplicative topological group which is homeo-

morphic to the Cantor discontinuum.

The topological group T/ipis called the ip-adic group.

For each ¿eft let (T/Tip', T) be the coset transformation group on T/Tip1

under T whence t, teT implies (Tip1 • x)t = Ti/'*- (tí). Let (X.-é/.E/Ti/^T)

be the product transformation group of the sequence ((T/ Tip1, T) \ ie Ix) whence

(a,-1 iely)e X¡ e/, T/ Tip1 and te T implies (a¡\ iely) t = (a¡t\ iely). Then:

(11) (X¡ c-j, T/Tip',T) is also the homomorphism transformation group on

X¡ eiiT/Tt//' under T induced by the canonical homomorphism of T into

Xiei,T/T\pl, which maps each xeT into(T\¡/1 • T\ieh).

(12) T/ip is the orbit-closure of the identity element of the group Xie^T/Ti^'

under the regularly almost periodic product transformation group

iXuiyT/T^T).

(13) The subset transformation group (T/\p,T) of the regularity almost

periodic product transformation group (\ieIiT/Tij/l,T) is a regularly almost

periodic minimal transformation group.

(14) (T/\¡/,T) is also the homomorphism transformation group on T/ip under

T induced by the canonical homomorphism of T into T/ \¡i, which maps each

te Tinto (Tip1 ■ x\iely).

(15) For each iely, h¡ is a homomorphism of the transformation group

(T/ T\pi+1, T) onto the transformation group (T/ Tip', T).

(16) (T/ip,T) is also the inverse limit transformation group

inv lim((T/Tipl,T) <-r— (T/Tipi+1,T)).
ieli "i

The regularly almost periodic minimal transformation group (T/ip, T) is called

the \p-adic transformation group.

2.03. Definition. Let nel2, let T be the discrete additive group I of all integers

and let ip be the group isomorphism of T into T such that teT implies tip = nt.

Then, the i/i-adicgroup T/ip is familiarly called the n-adic group and is denoted

D„; the i/f-adic transformation groun(T/ip, T) is called the n-adic minimal set and

is denoted (D„, t„) where t„is the transition of (T/ ip, T) corresponding to 1 e T.

2.04. Notation. Let (X, T) and (Y, T) be transformation groups. The statement

that (X, T) is isomorphic to (Y, T) is denoted (X, T) =¿ (Y, T). The statement
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that (X, T) is homomorphic to (Y, T), that is, that there exists a homomorphism

of (X, T) onto (Y, T), is denoted (X, T) ~^(Y, T).

2.05. Theorem. Let (X, T) be a minimal transformation group where X is

compact and T is discrete abelian, let ip be a group isomorphism of T into T

such that Tip is syndetic in T and Tip ^ T, let crd (X/ Tip) = crd (T/ Tip), let (p

be a homeomorphism ofX into X such that (x,t)eX x T implies xt<p = (xcp)(t\p),

and define Y = f^^^Xcp'. Then:

(1) (X/A,T)-X(T/iP,T).
(2) If Y x Y cz A, then (X/A, T) cz (T/ip , T) and ytA = Yt for all yeY

and all teT.

(3) If YxYczY, then A = 2, (X/Y,T) at (T/ip, T), and <$(X,T) czT/ip.

(4)IfYxYcz n*, then A = Y = il*.

Proof. Let K be a choice set of T/Tip and for each ielx let

^¡ = dfriJ = o^'/';-We prove:
(i) For each ieIx,X/ Tip' = {X<p't \ t e T} = {X<p'k \ k e Kt} is a partition of X.

Let i e Ix. By 2.02 (1) and [3, 2.24], X/ Tip1 is a partition of X. If xe X, then

X(p'=x~T<p' = [(xT)^]" = \x<p'(Tip')Y. Hence X<p'eX/Tip'. Clearly then

{Xcp'k|fceK¡}c {Xtp't11 e T} c X/ Tip1.

By 2.02(2), T = Tip1 ■ K¡. It follows from [3, 1.18(6)] that_if xeZ, then

X = [x^T]- = \x4>'(Tip')Kj\ " = [x</>'(Tf )] 'Ri = í(xT)f] ~Kt = xT<P% = X<p%.
The proof of (i) is completed.

We prove by induction :

(ii) For each ielx, (X<p'k\ keKj)is a partition of X.

By hypothesis and (i), crdX = cid(T/Tip) = crd (X/Tip) = crd {X(bk\ keK}

whence (X<pk\ k eK) is a partition of X. Let ielx and assume (X<plk0\k0e K¡)

is a partition of X. Since (X<pkx | kx e K) is a partition of X and <pl is one-to-one,

it follows that ((Xtpkjfi | kx eK) = (X(pi+1(kxipi) \ kx e K) is a partition of X(p'.

Thus if k0eK¡, then (X<pi+1k0(kxipi)\k1eK) is a partition of X(plk0. Since

(X(plk01 k0 e Kj) is a partition of X by the induction assumption it follows that

(X^'ko^WKk^kJeKtX K)

is a partition of X and therefore (X<p1+1fc|feeKi+1) is a partition of X. The

proof of (ii) is completed.

We prove:

(iii) lftx, t2eT and if i elx, then X<p tl = X<pit2 if and only if Tip' ■ tx = Tip' ■ t2.

If Tip' ■ tx = Tip ' ■ t2 and if x e X, then

X<p'tx = xT<p'tx = [(xT)4>'ytx = [(x(l>')(Tip')yt1

= l(x<P')(TiP')txT =l(xcj>i)(Tip')t2Y   -   [(x^')(r^)]-r2

= i(xT)<P'Tt2 = xT<p't2 = X<p't2.
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Now suppose X(pity=X<p't2. Since T = Tip' ■ K¡ by 2.02 (2), there exists

Sy,s2e Tip 'and ky,k2e K¡ such that ty = Syky and r2 = s2k2. Since Xtp' e X/ Tip',

it follows that Xtp'ky = Xtp'syky = Xtp'ty = X<p't2 = Xtp's2k2 = X<p'k2. By (ii),

ky = k2 whence Tip'-ty = Tipl ■ Syky = Tip'• ky = Tip'■ k2 = Tip'■ s2k2=Tip'■ t2.

The proof of (iii) is completed.

It is immediate from (ii) and (i) that :

(iv) If xeX and if iely, then there exists a unique f(x,i)eK¡ such that

x e Xtp'/(x, i), whence 3cT>T= X<p'f(x, i).

It is immediate from 2.02 (2), (iii) and (iv) that:

(v) If x, y e X and if iely, then the following statements are pairwise equivalent :

fix, i) - fiy, Ï), Tip' fix, i) = Tip' -f(y, i),

XtP'f(x,i)= Xtp'f(y,i),xW=yW-

We prove :

(vi) There exists a unique map £ of X into the i/^-adic group T/ ip such that

xeX implies x£ = (Tip' • f(x,i)\ieIy).

Let x e X. It is enough to show (Tip1 ■ f(x, i) | i e Iy) e T/ ip. If iely,

then x g Xtp'f(x, i) and x e X0i+1/(x, i + 1) cz Xtp'f(x, i + 1) whence

Xtp'f(x, i) = X<p'f(x, i + 1) by (i) and/(x, i)f(x, i + 1)"l e Tip1 by (iii). The proof

of (vi) is completed.

We prove:

(vii) £ is a homomorphism of the transformation group (X, T) onto the ip-

adic transformation group (T/ip, T).

The continuity of ¿J follows from (v) and the fact that for each iely, X/ Tip'

is a finite partition of X into closed subsets of X.

We show ¿j is onto T/ip. Let (x¡ | i e Iy) be a sequence in T such that

(Tip' ■ xi\ieIy)eT/ip, that is, x^+yeTip' for all iely. Then it follows from

(iii) that for each iely, X$'t¡ = Xtp'xi+X zz> Xtp'+1xi+x. Hence there exists

xeP|;e /jX^'t;. It follows from (i), (iii) and (iv) that for each iely, xeX</>¡T¡,

x e Xtp'f(x, i), Xtp'x¡ = Xtp'f(x, i), and Tip' ■ t¡ = Tip' ■ f(x, i). Thus

x!;=(Tipi-f(x,i)\ieIy) = (TiP'-xi\ieIy).
Let xeX and let teT. If iely, then xeXtp'f(x,i), xteX4>'f(x,i)t,

xteXtp'f(xt,i), Xtp'f(x,i)t = Xtpif(xt,i), and Tip'-f(x,i)t=Tip'-f(xt,i) by

(iii). Now

(xiX =  T^-/(xi,i)|ie/i)

= (Tip'-f(x,i)t\iely)

= (Tip'-f(x,i)\ielx)t = (xt;)t.

The proof of (vii) is completed.
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We prove :

(viii) IfxeX, thenxAczp)¡6/ixTi/'i = xc;<r1.

The inclusion in (viii) is obvious from 2.02 (1). If y e X, then

yef]lei,xTil/lo   V iely ■ yexTip'

o V iely ■ yTip' = xTip' by (i)

o V ie/, • Tip' -f(y,i) = Tip' -f(x,i) by (v)

o (Tip'-f(y,i)\ieIy) = (TiP' ■ f(x,i)\ielx)

o y£,= xt;

o yex^-1.

The proof of (viii) is completed.

From (vii) and (viii) it follows immediately that:

(ix) There exists a unique map n of the trace partition X/A into the i//-adic group

T/ip such that xeX implies (xA)n = x£; n is a homomorphism of the trace

transformation group (X/A, T) onto the i/f-adic transformation group (T/ip, T).

The proof of (1) is completed.

We prove :

(x)Ifyey,then Y = f)l,It~yfjK
If iely, then there exists xeX such that xtp' = y whence

(xT)<j>1 = (xtp')(Tip') = yTip' and Xtp' = xTfr = (xT)tp' = yTip'.

Hence, Y = f]isIiXtp' = f^iei^Tip'. The proof of (x) is completed.

We prove (2). Suppose Y x Y cz A.

Let y e Y. By (x), yA zz. y(Y x Y) = Y = f]¡ e¡¡yTipTzD y A. Hence yA = Y

and yíA = yAí=Tí for all teT. By 1.15 (6) and (viii), xeX implies

xA = P|,e /jXTi/i' = x^i _1. Heneen is one-to-one and (2) is proved.

We prove (3). Suppose Y x TczE. Choose yeY. By (x),yAczY = y(y x T)czyE.

By 1.08 (5), A = E and (3) follows from (2).

We prove (4). Suppose Y x Y cz n*. Choose yeY. By (x), yA cz Y = y

(Y x Y) cz yn*. By 1.15 (5), A = E = n* and (4) is proved.

The proof of the theorem is completed.

3. Substitutions.

3.01. Notation. For this paragraph let S be a partially ordered set. For a,

beS, let

S[a,fc] = df{x|xeS & a ^ x ^ b},

let

SE0»-*]  = df{x|xeS & a i% x},
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and let

S[<-,b] = dH>|xeS &x^b}.

For ae S we also denote S[a,-> ] by Sa.

Let /denote the set of all integers. An interval of lis defined to be a nonvacuous

subset E of I such that i,jeE implies /[¡J] cz E. Evidently, an interval of lis a

finite interval I[a,b] for unique a, bel with a^b, or a right ray /[«,->] for

unique aefor aleft ray /[<-,¿>] for unique bel, or /itself.

The cardinal of a set Fis denoted crd£. The domain of a function / is denoted

dmn/, and the range of /is denoted rng / If/ is a function and if xe dmn/, then

the value of/ at x is variously denoted by f(x) or fx or fx or xf. If / is a function

and if £ cz dmn/ then/| E denotes the restriction of/to E.

3.02. Standing Hypothesis 1. Let melx and let P be a set such that crd P=m.

3.03. Definition (Syntax). Since only the cardinal of Pis of significance heie,

a convenient choice for P is P = /[O, m — l].The set P may be called the symbol

set, and an element of P may be called a symbol.

A string over P is defined to be a function on an interval of / to P. Let ¿f or

y(P) denote the set of all strings over P. If AeSf and if iedmn A, then the

value of A at i is denoted A¡ or^4(¿). If Ae ¡f, then the length of A is defined to be

crd A or equally crd dmn A. If ke Ix, then a k-string over P is defined to be a

string over P whose length is fc. A string A over P is said to be finite or infinite

according as the length of A is finite or infinite, that is, according as the set A is

finite or infinite.

If fc e Ix, if Pi e P for each i e /[l, fc], if k e /[l, fc], and if me I, then the (k, m)-

indexed juxtaposition (or concatenation) of px,---,pk, denoted px • • • PK(\m) ■ ■ ■ pk,(2)

is defined to be the fc-string

{(co-K+ l,px),--,(m,p),--,(m - k + k,pk)}

over P; in case co = 0, we may write Pi •••/»„♦•• pk for px •■•p„(t0)"-pjt; in case

k = 1 and co = 0, we may write px---pk for p\ ••• pk. If ^4 is a finite string over

P and if dmn A = I[c,d~\ where c, del with c _ d, then we note that

A = Ac(\c)Ac+x- Ad = Ac- Ad^xAi(\d).

If kelx,if A' is a finite string over P for each i e /[l, fc], if dmn A1 = /[c¡, dj]

where c¡, i/(e/ with c¡ :g d, for each ie/[l,fc], if ice/[l,fc], and if me I, then

the (K,m)-indexed juxtaposition (or concatenation) of A ,»;A, denoted

Ax ■■•AK(\m)---Ak, is defined to be the (crd A1 + ••• + crd^*)-string

A^-'-AJiyA* (feo)-- AKÍK---Akcu---Akik over P: in case co = 0, we may

write A'■■■À"■■■ Ak for /I1 •••^4K(f 0)-"j4*; in case k = 1 and m = 0, we may

write 41 -..¿* for A1 - Ak.

(2) In the notation pK(fcu), (feu) means co should be written directly above the p.
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Extensions of the above notation to certain (perhaps infinite) families of symbols

and (perhaps infinite) strings over P are clear.

For this paragraph let A, B, C e ¡f. If k e I, then the k-translate of A or the

translate of A by k, denoted k + A or A + k, is defined to be the string

{(k + i, p) | (i, p) e A} over P, whence dmn (k + A) = k + dmn A and i e dmn A

implies (k + A)k + i = A¡. The strings A and B are said to be congruent (the first

to the second), this statement being denoted A ~ B, provided there exists kel

such that k + A = B. Congruence ~ of strings over P is clearly an equivalence

relation in if". A substring of A is defined to be a string over P which is a subset

of A. Thus the following statements are pairwise equivalent: (i) A is a substring

of B; (ii) A cz B; (iii) dmn^a cz dmnB and A = B |dmn A. The string A is said

to occur in B, this statement being denoted A zg B, provided that A is congruent

to a substring of B. In the present context the sign z% is to be read "occurs in."

An occurrence of A in B is defined to be a substring of B which is congruent to A.

Thus A occurs in B if and only if there exists an occurrence of A in B.

If a = dfCrd^l < K0, if b = dfCrdB, and if a zg b, then the number of occurences

of A in B is at most b — a + 1. Clearly,

(1) A£A,
(2) A^B & B zg C => .4 zí C,

(3)A~B^^gB&Bzg^l,

(4) crd,l<Xo=>04zgB   & Bz%AoA~B).

Thus the relation z% is reflexive transitive (but not antisymmetric) in if.

A string A over P is said to be medial provided that OedmnA Let ¿f0 or

¿f0(P) denote the set of all medial strings over P. A block over P is defined to be

a string A over P such that dmnX = 7[0,k — 1] for some kelx. Thus a block

over P is exactly a finite medial string over P whose domain is contained in 70. If

kely, then a k-block over P is defined to be a /¿-string over P which is also a

block over P, that is, a function on 7[0, k - 1] to P. For each kelx let P * denote

the set of all /c-blocks over P. Thus if fe 6 Ix, then P* is the set of all functions on k

to P where k = df{0,1, •••,& — 1} according to a familiar definitional scheme of

the natural numbers. If kelx and if p¡eP for each ie/[l,fc], then according

to previous notational agreementpy-pk denotes the k-block

/V"P* = {(0,Pi),-",(fc-l,Pfc)}

over P. We observe that if kely and if AePk, then ^ = A0 •••Ak-1. Let P+

denote IJjejjP'whence P+ is the set of all blocks over P. We note that the

relation ^ (occurs in) is reflexive antisymmetric transitive in P+ iand thus, re-

stricted to P + , is a partial ordering in P+. If AeP + , then a subblock of A is

defined to be a block over P which occurs in A.

If A e y, if i, 7 s 7 with ¿ zg /, and if /[/,./] cz dmn A, then /I | [iJ] denotes the

substring A | I\i,f] of A, and ;4[/,/] denotes the(/ — i + l)-block Ai Ai+ y-Aj over P.
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A bisequence over P is defined to be a string over P whose domain is /, that is

a function on / to P. Let X or X(P) denote the set of all bisequences over P. The

set X is called the bisequence set over P. In a customary notation X= P1, namely,

the set of all functions on / to P.

3.04. Definition. Let P* denote \^)iel2Pl whence P* is the set of all blocks

over P which are of length 2 or more. A substitution over P is defined to be a map

of P into P*. If 0 is a substitution over P, then the length of 9 is defined to be the

family (crd (p9) \peP).

3.05. Standing hypothesis 2. Let melx, letPbe a set such that crdP = m,

let 0 be a substitution over P, and let (np\peP) be the length of 9. (For con-

venience we repeat all earlier standing hypotheses in each standing hypothesis.)

3.06. Notation. Let X or X(9) denote the map of P2 into P2 such that pq e P2

implies pqX = (p9)n¡,-\(q9)0 ; here (p9)„p_x is the last symbol in p9 and (q&)0 is

the first symbol in q9. Let L or L(9) denote the set of all pq e P2 such that there

exists / e Ix such that pqX' = pq.

3.07. Remark. The following statements are valid :

(1) L # 0.
(2) L coincides with the set of all points of P2 which are periodic under X.

(3) LX = L and X | L is a one-to-one map of L onto L.

(4) X | L is periodic, that is, there exists i e Ix such that pqeL implies pqX1 = pq.

(5) P2zdP2XzdP2X2=>P2X3zd •■■,L = f]ieIoP2X', and there exists kelx

such that i e I with i g fe implies P2X' = L.

Proof. The above statements all follow easily from the fact that P2 is finite

whence pq e P2 implies the semi-orbit {pqX1 \i e I0} of pq under X is finite.

3.08. Notation. Let p or p(0) denote the period of X | L, that is, p is the least

/ e Ix such that pq eL implies pqX' = pq. Let v or v(0) denote the least i e I0 such

that pq e P2 implies pqX' e L.

3.09. Remark. If for each pqeL we let ppq denote the least ielx such that

pqX'= pq, then p = 1cm {ßpq | pq e L}. Here 1cm means "least common multiple."

If for each pqeP2 we let vpq denote the least ¿e/0 such that pqX'eL, then

v = max {vM | pgeP2}.

3.10. Notation. If iey0, then A9 denotes the medial string

■■■(A_x9) (A09)-  (AXQ)- over P.

If ielx, then 9l is defined to be the map of P into P* which is determined

recursively as follows :

(1) IfpeP, thenpfl1 = p9.

(2) IfpeP and if; e/[2,i], then p9j = (p9j~1)9.

Thus if ie/j, then 0' is again a substitution over P. For ¡the sake of technical

convenience let 0° be the identity map of P.

If i e /!, then 0' is a substitution over P and ,40' is now defined as a medial

string over P for every medial string A over P. If A is a medial string over P,

then A9° denotes A by convention.
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3.11. Remark. The following statements are valid :

(1) lfAe^0 and if i, jel0, then (A9')9J = A9i+j and A(9')j = ABiJ.

(2) lfA,BeSf0,AczB, and if iel0, then A9' cz B0\

(3) lfA,BeSr*0,ifA^B, and if iel0, then AO' zg Bd'.

(4) If A e £f0 , if i e I0, and if A cz Ad', then

AczAO'czAO2' <zzAQ3'cz--.

(5) If ,4 e y0 » if i e 'o, and if A zg Ad', then

A^A9'^A92'ziA93'z%-.

(6) If AeP + ,fhen,40eP*czP + .

(7) If pq, rs e P2, and if iel0, then pqX1 = rs if and only if pq9' zz> ri.

(8) If pq e P2 and if i e I0, then pgl' zg pg0'.

3.12. Notation. If pqeL, thenpql"=pq whence pq cz pq9"czpq92llczpq93f'cz---

and we may define wpq or wp9(0) to be (J,-e /o p40'" e X. Let L0 or Lo(0) denote the

set of all pqeL such that for each r e rng wp9 there exists i e Ix such that pq zg r0\

Let W or W(0) denote {wpJpgeL}. Let W0 or lfo(0) denote {wpq\pqeL0}.

3.13. Remark. If pq, rseL, then vvM = wrs if and only if pq = rs. Thus

crd W = crd L and crd W0 = crd L0.

3.14. Lemma. If pqeL0 and if rerngwp3, then there exists kely such that

pq zg r9k and r zg r0\

Proof. There exists iely such that pg zg r0'. Since wpq = \KJJe ripq9j>l, there

exists; e 7i such that r^pc0J". Thus pi zgpg0-/"zg r0i+J'" and r zg p<jr0J> zg r0i+y"

Defining fc = i + jpely it follows that pg zg r0* and r ^ r0\ The proof is com-

pleted.

3.15. Lemma. If pqeL0, then there exists kely such that rerngwpi and

je I y implies pq zg r9jk.

Proof. By 3.14 for each rerngwpg there exists krely such that pq zg rBkr

and r ^ r9kr. Define k = lcm {kr \ r erng wpq}. Here 1cm means "least common

multiple." Then r erngwp3 implies pq zg r9kand rzgr0k. The conclusion follows.

3.16. Remark. If a e/^ then:

(0) 9" is a substitution over P.
(1) A(0fl) = X(9)a.

(2) L(0°) = UP).
(3) p(0") divides p(0).

(4) If pqeL(9a) = L(0), then wp¡¡(0") = w„9(0).

(5) L0(9") = L0(9).

(6) W(0°) = Wi9).
(7) ^o(0a) = W0(9).
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3.17. Remark. If Q is a nonvacuous subset of P such that Q9 cz Q*, then:

(0) 01Q is a substitution over Q.

(1) X(9\Q) = X(9)\Q2.
(2) L(9\Q) = L(9)nQ2.
(3) p(91 ß) divides p(0).

(4) If pq e L(91Q) = L(9) n Q2, then wpq(9 \ Q) = wpq(9).

(5)Lo(0|ß) = Lo(0)nQ2.

(6) W(9\Q)=W(9)r\QI.

(7) W0(9\Q)=W0(9)nQI.
3.18. Definition. We shall find the following notions useful:

(1) 0 is said to be reflective provided that peP implies p ^ p9.

(2) 0 is said to be laced (that is, interlaced) provided that p, qeP implies

PÚqO.
(3) 9 is said to be intersective provided that f~*)pepnig(p0) ^ 0.

(4) 0 is said to be irreducible provided that if Q is a nonvacuous subset of P

such that Q9 cz g*, then Q = P.

3.19. Lemma. If AeP*, then there exists pqeL such that pq ^ ^40v.

Proof. There exists rseP2 such that rs ^ A. Let pq=dirsXv. Then pqeL

and pq = rsAv ̂  rs0v zg ̂ 40v by 3.11 (8). The proof is completed.

3.20. Remark. If 0 is reflective and if i, j e/0 with i g j, then peP implies
p0! zg p0;.

3.21. Lemma. // 0 is intersective, then there exists pqeL such that reP

implies pq _ r0v+2.

Proof. There exists seP|rePrng(r0). By 3.19 there exists pqeL such that

pq^(s9)9\ If reP, then s zg r0 and pq = (s0)0v = s0v+1 = (r0)0v+1 = r0v+2

whence pq zg r0v+2. The proof is completed.

3.22. Lemma. // 0 is intersective, then L0 # 0.

Proof. Use 3.21.

3.23. Lemma. // 0 is irreducible, then for each pqeP2 there exists ielx

such that p zg q9l.

Proof. Let pqeP2. Let Q = df\Jie ,1mg(q9l). It follows that 0 ¥= Q cz P

and Q0 c: g* whence Q = P, peg, and p ^ q0" for some ielx. The proof is

completed.

3.24. Lemma. // 0 is reflective irreducible, then there exists kelx such that

9k is laced and therefore intersective.

Proof. By 3.23 for each pqeP2 there exists kpqelx such that p zg q^'9. Let

fc = df max \kpq | pq e P2}. If pq e P2, then ^0*"' =" q0* by 3.20. Hence pq e P2

implies p zg q0fc. The proof is completed.
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3.25. Lemma. // 0 is reflective irreducible then L0 # 0.

Proof. By 3.24 there exists kelx such that 6k is intersective. By 3.22,

Lo(0*)#0. Since Lo(0*) = Lo(0) by 3.16 (5), it follows that L0(9) i= 0. The

proof is completed.

3.26. Lemma. There exists a nonvacuous subset Q of P such that Q9 cz g*

and 9\Q is an irreducible substitution over g.

Proof. Let sí be the class of all nonvacuous subsets g of P such that g0 cz g*.

Now sé # 0 since Pesé. Lets/ be partially ordered by subset inclusion. Since

P is finite, it follows that sé is finite. Since sé is finite nonvacuous, it follows

there exists a minimal element g0 of sé. The set g0 has the desired properties.

The proof is completed.

3.27. Lemma.   // 0 is reflective, then L0 ̂  0.

Proof. By 3.26 there exists a nonvacuous subset g of P such that g0 cz g*

and 0|g is an irreducible substitution over g. Clearly 0|g is a reflective sub-

stitution over g. By 3.25, Lo(01 g) # 0. Since Lo(01 g) = Lo(0) n g2 by 3.17, it

follows that Lo(0) # 0. The proof is completed.

3.28. Lemma. // 0 is irreducible, then there exists kelx such that 9k is re-

flective.

Proof. By 3.23 for each peP there exists fe^e^ such that pz%pOkp. Let

fc = dflcm{fcp|peP}. Here 1cm means "least common multiple." By 3.11 (5),

peP implies p9kp ̂  p0\ Hence peP implies p = p9k; and 9k is reflective. The

proof is completed.

3.29. Lemma. // 0 is irreducible, then L0 # 0.

Proof. By 3.28 there exists kelx such that 0*is reflective. By 3.27, L0(9k) ^ 0.

Since Lo(0*) = Lo(0) by 3.16 (5), it follows that Lo(0) # 0. The proof is com-

pleted.

3.30. Lemma. L0 # 0.

Proof. By 3.26 there exists a nonvacuous subset g of P such that g0 cz g* and

0 | g is an irreducible substitution over g. By 3.29, Lo(01 g) # 0. Since

To(01Ô) = Lo(0) n g2 by 3.17 (5), it follows that Lo(0) # 0. The proof is com-

pleted.

3.31. Notation. Let </> or cp(9) denote the map of'Zinto X such that xeX

implies x<¡> = x0.

For each pq e P2 let

Xpq = df{x\xeX &x_! = p&x0 = q} = {x|xeJC&x[ —1,0] = pq}.
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3.32. Remark. The following statements are valid :

(1) (XPq | PI e P2)is a partition of X.

(2) If pq e P2 and if iel0, then Xp^f = XpqXi.

(3) If pq e L, then :

(i) Xpg => XnP = Xp?</>2" zz. Xp^3" 3 ....

(")   file/.*„<?''' =■>•>,}•
(4) If pq e L and if i e I0, then wpqtp' = wpqX¡.

(5) Wtp = W and tp | W is a one-to-one map of W onto IK

(6) X zz. X0 ZD X</>2 zz. Xtp3 zz. •••.

(7) w = f)l€loX<p' = {x|xeX&x<£" = x} = {x\xeX&3 iely ■ xtp'= x}.

3.33. Notation. Let 3t denote the set of all real numbers. Let d or d(P) denote

the function on X x I to I such that :

(1) If x e X, then d(x, x) = 0.

(2) If x, y e X with x 7e y, then d(x,y) = (1 + k) ~l where k is the least non-

negative integer such that xk # yk or x_k =£ y_k. It may be verified that d is a

metric of X such that the metric topology of X induced by d coincides with the

product topology of X = PJ induced by the discrete topology of P. Let X be

provided with its metric d so that X is a metric space. The metric space X is easily

seen to be homeomorphic to the Cantor discontinuum if m = drcrdP^2. Of

course, if m = 1, then crdX = 1. The metric space X is called the bisequence

space over P.

3.34. Remark. If pq eP2, then Xpq is a nonvacuous open-closed subset of X.

3.35. Notation. Let a or a(P) denote the map of X into X such that xeX

implies xa = (xi+x\ iel). It is readily proved that a is a homeomorphism of X

onto X The map a is called the shift (transformation) of X. The discrete flow

(X,a) is called the symbolic flow over P or the m-ary symbolic flow. It is well

known that (X, a) is expansive mixing.

3.36. Remark. If x e X and if i, j,kel with i zg j, then

xtT*[¿,/J = x[i + k,j + fc].

3.37. Definition. If (£, h) is a discrete flow, that is, if £ is a topological space

and if h is a homeomorphism of £ onto £, and if x e E, then the orbit of x under

h, denoted 0(x, h), is defined to be {xh'\ i e I}, and the orbit-closure of x under h,

denoted Ö(x, h), is defined to be the closure {xh' | i e 1} " of the orbit of x under n

3.38. Theorem. The following statements are valid:

(1) W0 coincides with the set ofallxeW such that x is almost periodic under a.

(2) W0 # 0.
(3) If weW0, then 0(w,a) is minimal under a.

Proof. (1) Let pqeL0. Since wM0" = wpq, in order to show that wpq is almost

periodic under a it is enough to show that there exists kely such that rerngwpq

implies pq < r9kfl. Now use 3.15.
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Let pqeL such that wpq is almost periodic under o. Since pq zg wpq, it follows

readily that for each remgwpq there exists ielx such that pqi%r9'. Hence

pq e L0 and wpq eW0.

(2) Use 3.30.

(3) Use (1) and [3, 4.07].

3.39. Definition. A substitution minimal set over P generated by 9is defined

to be a minimal set Ö(wpq, o) under a where pqe L0.

3.40. Remark. The class of all substitution minimal sets over P = /[O, m — 1]

generated by 0, for all m and 0, is denumerable.

3.41. Remark. The following statements are valid:

(1) If x e X and if x is almost periodic under a, then x<p is almost periodic

under a.

(2) L0X = L0 and X \ L0 is a one-to-one map of L0 onto L0.

(3) W0<t> = W0 and <p | 1F0 is a one-to-one map of W0 onto W0.

3.42. Remark. Let pq, rseL. Then:

(1) If p = r, the wp9 is negatively-asymptotic to w,s.

(2) If q = s, then wpq is positively-asymptotic to wrs.

3.43. Standing Hypothesis 3. Let m elx, let P be a set such that crdP = m,

let nel2, and let 0 be a substitution over P of constant length (n\pe P) whence
9:P-+Pn.

3A4. Remark. The following statements are valid:

(1) If x e X and if i e /, then

x<p[ni,n(i + 1) — 1] = x;0.

(2) If x, y e X, if i, j el with / zg _/, and if x[i J] = y£i,,/"], then

x4>{ni,n(j + 1) - 1] = y(p[n/,n(j + 1) - 1].

(3) (p is a homomorphism of (Jf, <t) into (X,o-"); that is, <p is a continuous map

of X into X such that otp = tpo".

(4) If i e I and if j e /0, then a'(pJ = 4> VJ'.

(5) If pq e P2, if x, y e Xpq, and if i e I0,thenxcp'\_-n',n'-ï]=y(p'[-n',ni-ï]

and d(x<p',y<p')^(l +n'T1.

(6) If pq e P2 and if i e I0, then

diamXp,,^' < n"' .

(7) If pq e P2, if iel0, if j e I, and if 0 zg j < n', then

diamJfM0V<(«1-y)_1.

3.45. Remark. Let pq, rs e L. Then :

(1) wpq is negatively-proximal to wrs if and only if there exists i e I0 such that

p0 ''n r0''" # 0. If p9r\r9 # 0, then wM is negatively-proximal to wrs.
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(2) wpq is positively-proximal to w„ if and only if there exists i e I0 such that

q9'" n sO1'1 # 0. If q9r\s9^ 0, then wpq is positively-proximal to w„.

(3) If p ^ r, and if t, ueP with f # u implies t9r\u9 = 0, then wP9 is negatively-

distal from wrs.

(4) If q # s, and if t, ueP with í # u implies t9 n u9 = 0, then wP9 is posi-

tively-distal from w„.

3.46. Standing Hypothesis 4. Let melx, let P be a set such that crd P =m,

let nel2, and let 0 be a one-to-one substitution over P of constant length

(n | p e P) whence 0 : P -> P " is one-to-one.

3.47. Remark. Let pq, rseL. Then:

(1) wpq is negatively-asymptotic to wrs if and only if

p0"[O,n"-2] = r0',[O,n',-2].

(2) wpq is positively-asymptotic to wrs if and only if

i0"[l,n"-l] = s0"[l,n"-l].

3.48. Remark. The map tp is an isomorphism of (X, a) into (X,an); that is tp is

a homeomorphism of X into X such that otp = </>ct".

3.49. Theorem. Let Ö(w,o) be one and the same subset M of X for all w e W0,

let A, E, n, n* refer to (M,o), and let W0 x W0 cz II*. Then:

(1) (M,a) is minimal.

(2) A = E = n*.

(3) IfweW0 and if i el, then wo''A = W^o'.

(4) If crdM/o" = n, then 6r°(M,a) at (Dn,xn) and %iM,a)^Dn.

(5) If M is infinite and if n is prime, then crdM/rj" = n.

(6) If M is infinite and if m = crdP is less than or equal to the least prime

factor of n, then crd M/o" = n.

(7) If M is infinite and if m = crd P = 2, then crd M/o" = n.

(8) If crdL0 ^ 2, then M is infinite and therefore M is homeomorphic to the

Cantor discontinuum.

Proof. It is immediate from 3.38 (3) that (M,ct) is minimal.

IfweW0, then Mtp = 0(w, &)<p = Oiwtp, a") cz Oiwtp, a) cz M by 3.41 (3). Thus

M zz> Mtp zz. Mtp2 zz> •■■ .

By 3.32 (7), f|l6 7o M«p' cz Ç\laIoX^ - W. By 3.41 (3) and 3.38 (1),
W0 czQ,. E/oMfcMn(f= lf0. Hence

w0= n w-
i e Jo

Statements (2), (3) and (4) are now immediate from 1.15 and 2.05.

We prove (5). Suppose n is prime and crd M/o "# n. Let weW0. Let a be the
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least positive integer such that Ö(wa", o") = Ö(w, a").   Since   1 zg a < n   and   a

divides n, it follows that a = 1 and

0(w,an) = Ö(wa,on) = Ö(wa2,on) = ■■■ = Ö(wan~ l,o") = Ö(w,a)

whence

M = M(p = M(pz = ---,W0=   f]  M<p' = M,
ie /o

and  M is finite.  This proves (5).

We prove (6). Suppose m = crdP is less than or equal to the least prime factor

of n and cxdM/a" # n. Let xeM. Let a be the least positive integer such that

Ö(x<po",an) = Ö(x<p,o"). Now 1 ^ a < n and a divides n. Define b = n/a whence

bel and 2 zg b zg n. We have Mtp = Mcpo" = M<po2a = •••. Hence x<p can be

partitioned into a-strings over P to yield a new bisequence whose ¿-blocks are

at most m in number. Since m zg b, it follows from [5, Theorem 7.4] that xcp is

periodic, x is periodic, and M is finite. This proves (6).

Statement (7) is immediate from (6).

If M is finite, then a is periodic on M, Tl = AM, Tl* = AM, W0 x W0cz AM,

crd W0 = 1, and crdL0 = 1. This proves (8).

The writer has a strong suspicion that this theorem (3.49) can be considerably

improved.

4. Examples.

4.01. Notation. We adopt the notation of §3 here in so far as applicable.

If a elx, then p" denotes the constant block pp---p of length a.

4.02. Example 1. Let P = {0,1} and let 0:0-» 00, 1 -» 11. Then:

(1) The hypotheses of 3.46 with m = 2 and n = 2 are satisfied.

(2) X is the identity map of P2.

(3) L = P2,L0 = {00,11}, p=l,

W = {wpq|pq eP2}, W0 = {w00,wxx}.

(4) The hypotheses of 3.49 are not satisfied since

0(w00,a) = {w00} # {wxx} = O(wxx,o).

(5) w00 and wlx ate each fixed under a; wox\w00; w01^wxl; wxolwxl;

wiotwoo- Here j.means "negatively-asymptotic to" and f means "positively-

asymptotic to."

4.03. Example 2. Let P = {0,1} and let 0: 0->01, 1 -> 10. Then:

(1) The hypotheses of 3.46 with m = 2 and n = 2 are satisfied.

(2) A :00-»10, 01 -» 11, 10-»00, 11 -»01.
(3) L = L0 = P2, p = 2, W = W0 = {wpq\pqeP2}.

(4) The hypotheses of 3.49 are satisfied and crdM/n2 = 2.
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(5) ^(M,o)~(D2,x2).[

(6) <S(M,a)~D2.

(7) The minimal set (M,o) is the well-known Morse minimal set.

4.04. Example 3. Let P = {0,1} and let 0: 0-» 01, 1 -» 00. Then:

(1) The hypotheses of 3.46 with m = 2 and n = 2 are satisfied.

(2) X : 00 -» 10, 01 -> 10, 10 -> 00, 11 ̂  00.
(3) L = L0 = {00,10}, p = 2,W = W0 = {w00, w10}.

(4) The hypotheses of 3.49 are satisfied and crd M/o2 = 2.

(5) <?(M,tj)^(D2,x2).

(6) rS(M,a)^D2.

(7) The minimal set (M, a) was constructed in a different way in [3, 12.52].

Actually, the right-hand sequence in w00 and w10 may be constructed recursively

in many ways. For example, write down a column with 0 and 1 alternating, and

at any level both prefix and suffix the previous block. Again, construct the

sequence 010201030102010■•■ by suffixing the next integer and repeating the

previous block, and then reduce modulo 2.

4.05. Example 4. Let P = {0,1} and let 0: 0->0010, 1 -> 1011. Then:

(1) The hypotheses of 3.46 with m = 2 and n = 4 are satisfied.

(2) X is the identity map of P2.

(3) L = L0 = P2,p=l, W=W0 = {wl;q\pqeP2}.

(4) The hypotheses of 3.49 are satisfied and crd M/o* = 4.

(5) &'(M,o)~(DA,xA)^(D2,x2).

(6) &(M,o)~D4~D2.

(7) The points w0l and w10 of M are bilaterally proximal under a but not

unilaterally asymptotic under a.

(8) If p : X -* X is the map such that xeX implies xp = (x 1. | i e I), then :

(i) p is a reversor of (X, a), that is, pisa homeomorphism of X onto X such

that xeX implies xup = xpo~l;

(ii) Mp = M whence p | M is a reversor of (M, a) and (M, <r) is reversible.

(9) No bisequence in M is symmetric. A bisequence x e X is said to be sym-

metric provided there exists a el such that i e I implies x(i) = x(— i + a). If a

bisequence x e X(P) is symmetric for any P, then its orbit-closure Ö(x, o) is

reversible. Examples 2, 3, 8 contain symmetric bisequences and are therefore

reversible.

We prove directly that crd M/o4 = 4. This will illustrate a certain technique.

For pq e P2 define Mpq = M n Xp?. Then :

(- 1)M = M00 UM01 UM10 UMll5

M00 * 0, M01 # 0, M10 ¥= 0, Mn, # 0

(M00, M0y,My0, Mu) is a partition of M.

(0) M00tp cz M00, M0l(p cz M01, Mio<£ cz M10, M,^ cz Mn
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M<p cz M00 U M01 U M10 U Mxx

M<p n M00 # 0, M^> n M0i # 0, M<^ n M10 # 0, M0 n M i ! # 0

(l)Moo^)O-c:M00,  M0lcpcrczMí0, M10(paczM00,   Mlx(ba cz Mxo,

Mcpa cz M00 UM10

M<p<7 n M00 # 0, M(po- n Mio # 0

(2) M00<pc>2 cz Mo,,    Mox(po2 cz Mqi,    M10<po2 c: M01,    Mlx<po2 cz M01,

M<po-2 c: M01

M<po2C\M0X # 0

(3) M00(p<73 cz Mxo,   M0X<po3 cz Mn,   Mx0<t>o3 cz M,0,   Mxxcpo3 cz Mxx,

Mtpa3 czMX0 UMu

M^o-3 nMmííf), Mípcr3 nM,,^0

Therefore M$, M</>cr, Mcpo2, M<pa3 are pairwise different and consequently

disjoint. Since M/r/4 = {M<£, M<p<7, Mcpo2, Mtpo3}, we conclude that crd M/c4 = 4.

Actually it is enough to recognize that M<p # M<prr and M<p # Mcpo2 since 1 and 2

are the only positive divisors of 4 which are less than 4.

4.06. Example 5. Let P = {0,1} and let 0:0-»0010, 1 -» 1101. Then:

(1) The hypotheses of 3.46 with m = 2 and n = 4 are satisfied.

(2) X is the identity map of P2.

(3) L = L0 = P2,p=l, W= W0 = {wpq\pqeP2}.

(4) The hypotheses of 3.49 are satisfied and crd M/ct4 = 4.

(5) 6f(M,a)~(D^,xA)cz(D2,x2).

(6) <$(M,<j)czDArczD2.

(7) The minimal set (M, a) is irreversible [2].

4.07. Example 6. Let P = {0,1}, let a elx, and let 0: 0-»00al, 1 -»01"1. Then:

(1) The hypotheses of 3.46 with m = 2 and n = a + 2 are satisfied.

(2) If pq e P2, then pqX = 10.

(3) L = L0 = {10}, p=l,W=W0 = {w10}.

(4) The hypotheses of 3.49 are satisfied and crd M/aa+2 = a + 2.

(5) y(M,a)~(Da + 2,xa+2).

(6) nM,a)~Da + 2.

(7) The point w10 of M is regularly almost periodic under a but not periodic

under ex.

(8) To reverse the minimal set (M,a), dualize and reflect the bisequences

between the indices — 1 and 0.

4.08. Example 7. Let a e I2, let P = /[0, a - 1], and let

f3:0^012---(a-2)(a-l),l-»123---(a-l)0,---,(a-l)^(fl-l)01---(a-3)(a-2).
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Then:

(1) The hypotheses of 3.46 with m = a and n = a are satisfied.

(2) If pq e P2, then pqX = rq where reP such that r = p — 1 (mod a).

(3) L = L0 = P2,p = a,W=W0 = {wpq\pqeP2}.

(4) The hypotheses of 3.49 are satisfied and crd M/o" = a.

(5) ^(M,o)^(Da,xa).

(6) <§(M,o)^Da.

(7) If p : M -> M is the map defined by leaving 0 unchanged but interchanging

1 and a — 1, 2 and a — 2, and so on, and subsequently reflecting between — 1

and 0, then pisa reversor of (M, a) whence (M, er) is reversible.

(8) The minimal set (M,tx) may be called the a-cyclic (substitution) minimal

set and may be regarded as a generalization of Example 2 to any integer greater

than 1.

4.09. Example 8. Let P = {0,1,2} and let

0: 0 -> 0121021201210, 1 -* 1202102012021, 2 -» 2010210120102.

Then:

(1) The hypotheses of 3.46 with n = 3 and n = 13 are satisfied.

(2) X is the identity map of P2.

(3)L = P2, L0 = P2-{00, 11, 22} = {01, 02, 10, 12,?20, 21}, p=l, W =

{wp91pq eP2}, W0 = {w01, w02, w10, w12, w20, w2X}.

(4) The hypotheses of 3.49 are satisfied and crdM/rr13 = 13.

(5) ¿?(M,o)^(Dy3,Xy3).

(6)^(M,o-)^D13.

(7) No bisequence in M contains a substring congruent to a block of the form

A A where AeP+ [4].

4.10. Example 9. Let P = {0,1,2} and let

0: 0-> 012010210121, 1 -* 021201020121, 2 -+ 020102120121.

Then:

(1) The hypotheses of 3.46 with m = 3 and n = 12 are satisfied.

(2) If pq e P2, then pqX = 10.

(3) L = L0 = {10}, p=l,W=W0 = {wy0}.

(4) The hypotheses of 3.49 are satisfied and crdM/a12 = 12.

(5) y(M,o)~(Dy2,Xy2).

(6) &(M,a) c¿ Dl2 ~D2®D3.

(7) No bisequence in M = Ö(w10, a) contains a substring congruent to a block

of the form ^4^4 where A e P+ [6].

(8) The point Wi0 of M is regularly almost periodic under a but not periodic

under a.

4.11. Example 10. Let P = {0,1,2} and let 0: 0-+02, 1-*0121, 2-► 012021.
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Then:

(1) The hypotheses of 3.05, but not of 3.43, are satisfied.

(2) X: 00 -> 20, 01 - 20, 02 -> 20, 10-» 10, 11 -> 10, 12-» 10, 20-» 10, 21-> 10,
22 -+ 10.

(3) L = L0^ {10},  p = 2,   W = W0 = {w10}.

(4) No bisequence in O(wi0, a) contains a substring congruent to a block of

the form AA where AeP+. [The writer learned of this substitution and this

property of it from Marshall Hall.]

4.12. Remark. In at least certain particular instances of substitution minimal

sets, their traces may be calculated in the manner of [2].
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